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4 Alternative Spaces for Socially Distanced Meetings in the South West

For Tiers 1 and 2

With the current state of the COVID-19 pandemic, businesses need to operate as vigilantly

as possible whilst trying to hit their targets. Measures and government guidelines need to be

followed – but what should happen to those vital decision-making meetings? Sure, you can

jump on a patchy zoom call, but wouldn’t you prefer an alternative? Here are four

alternative spaces to have socially distanced meetings without breaking the rules.

1. Educational Centres

Available to book, educational centres are a fantastic resource to utilise for a meeting. With

rooms big enough to social distance, and with key facilities, it would be foolish not to use a

space such as this if you don’t have enough room in the place you work.

Somerset Earth Science Centre

Somerset Earth Science Centre offers not only space, free Wi-Fi and essential conference

equipment that includes a digital projector, pull-down screen and whiteboards, along with



audio equipment, but it also provides a beautiful lakeside view and covered balcony so you

can have fresh air and ventilation. Taking a break outside in the woodland area also gives

your small group a chance to stretch their legs. You could even base your meeting outside if

your colleagues were more comfortable with this.

Somerset Earth Science Centre, Moon's Hill Quarry, Stoke St Michael, Somerset BA3 5JU

 

2. Museums

Museums are another space that may not have been your first thought when it comes to

meeting spaces, however most museums have study or reading rooms available to rent out.

M Shed, Bristol

M Shed is a famous Bristolian landmark with a stunning overview of the harbour. It also

boasts a useful rooftop terrace, adding an extra outdoor alternative to the venue.



M Shed in particular has an impressive number of studios available to book, including an

‘Events Suite’ that has a seat cap range of 36-230. The smallest space available is a 24-50

seat cap studio, which is more than enough space for social distancing.

M Shed’s event suite features state-of-the-art equipment and an impressive sound system

and lighting to give your meeting extra flare. The safe space meetings package even includes

‘morning and afternoon refreshments’ and a ‘COVID safe lunch’.

M shed, Princes Wharf, Wapping Rd, Bristol BS1 4RN

3. Parks and Estates

With most outdoor spaces such as parks and estates having free or low admission fees, why

not take advantage of these spaces to have your very own outdoor office? With

extraordinary choice up and down the country, such sites are easily accessible and

enjoyable. These spaces are available to use in all Government Tier rulings, with 1:1

meetings allowed outside during national lockdowns.



Blaise Castle Estate

Blaise Castle Estate boasts 650 acres of Grade II registered parkland and includes a café now

offering a takeaway service under the current restrictions. Grab a coffee and have a wander

around the grounds whilst you discuss your agenda. The footpaths in the estate have

downloadable maps, available on their website, that tell you how long it should take you –

perfect for choosing a route that fits your meeting time.

Blaise Castle Estate, Kings Weston Road, Lawrence Weston, Bristol, BS10 7QS

4. National Trust sites

As well as giving yourself a chance to have a healthy walk around the grounds, you will be

surrounded by breathtaking views during your socially distanced meeting.

Dyrham Park



Dyrham Park is another perfect outdoor office that you can explore whilst having a meeting.

What’s better than strolling around a place of outstanding beauty when you talk business?

There has even been an introduction of advanced booking to keep everyone safe and to

maintain social distancing, so you’ll be sure that there won’t be a risk of too many people

visiting the site at the same time.

As you take in more fresh air, your oxygen levels increase, which will make you energised

and heighten your ability to concentrate. So, being outside is not only good for you mentally,

but it will also improves your work performance.

Dyrham Park, Dyrham, near Bath, South Gloucestershire, SN14 8HY

So, don’t settle for a video call, find a space where you can have a safe, socially distanced

meeting, where nothing will lose signal and you can really connect with your colleagues.



Whether it’s an outdoor office or hiring a secure meeting space, make your meetings

happen.


